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ABSTRACT 
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Title: Factors Necessary in Developing a Flmctional Shop and Home 
Mechanics Course for Junior High School Girls. 
Master's report directed by Dr. W. Clement Wood 
The primary purpose of the investigation was to develop a 
functional shop and home mechanics course for junior high school girls . 
A secondary purpose was the determining of the grade level in which to 
present the course to junior high school girls. 
A questionnaire was used to gather data from seventy-two former 
girl students who had taken shop for at least one year during the 
school years 1952 through 1963. Fifty-two girls returned the question-
naire which was a response of 71.1 per cent. Eighty-five activities 
were included in the survey. This questionn~ire was developed from a 
review of the literature in the industrial arts field. A review 
of the literature was used to establish the most opportune time for 
presenting the course. Criteria used to determine course content were: 
1. Jobs which were checked by over 60 per cent of the former girl 
students should be in the course content. 
2. Jobs which were selected by at least 40 per cent but by less 
than 60 per cent, of the former students , should be used as supplemen-
tary material at a later time. 
3. Jobs chosen by less than 40 per cent of the former students 
should be dropped from the course list. 
On the basis of the data obtained, forty-two activities were 
selected for shop and home mechanics course material . The items 
chosen were in the following numerical rank: Upholstery, with three 
items; plum.bing, with four items; finishing, seven activities; elec-
tricity, with four items; miscellaneous, with nine items; automobiles, 
seven items; and woodworking with seven activities. 
2 
It was apparent from the replies received, that the former students 
considered shop an important part of the school curriculum. The respon-
dents who were older seemed to prefer a more practical course of work. 
The younger members did not want the course curriculum to become too 
practical as they wished art and hobby crafts to be emphasized also. 
Nearly 60 per cent of the respondents thought the shop course 
should be a required course for at least one year . From a review of 
the literature and partial data from the respondents, it appeared 
that the shop course should be given during the eighth grade . Nearly 
80 per cent of the respondents were in favor of giving grades for all 
shop work completed . Woodworking ranked last in order of popularity 
so it would seem that this phase should be emphasized less than other 
areas . 
A review of the literature seems to indicate a definite trend to-
ward girls being more actively involved in the industrial arts program. 
School administrators are becoming more concerned with providing some 
type of industrial arts experience for junior high girls . 
This abstract of about 450 words 
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In colonial times , the home was many things to an individual . The 
home was the school, the mother, and the instructor . The activities 
of the home were nearly the entire curriculum for the colonial girl . 
The educational change for women began with the dame schools and con-
tinued with the academy, the seminary, and the college for women. The 
courses in these schools were developed for the educati on of women . 
After 1850, women increased their demands for equality with men; public 
feeling changed, and many schools became coeducational. To prove their 
educational talents and abilities were equal to those of men, women 
desired to pursue courses designed to prepare men for the professions . 
Many women entered the professional field. As the high school gradually 
developed into a college preparatory school, the curriculum tended to 
conform to the dema.Dds of the college and further neglected education 
specifically for girls . 
Since about 1900 it has been increasingly apparent that theed-
ucational program has given little training to girls in their ma j or 
vocation, the art of successful homemaking . Also, invention of new 
household devices and the modernizing of homes have made many phases of 
homemaking as new to mothers as to daughters . Mothers, in many cases, 
are unable to give adequate instruction for maintenance of the present 
home . Home economics departments were established in the schools. 
Sometimes this training , in certain areas, was inadequate because of 
• 
facilities, equipment, or the curriculwn being followed. Often the 
material covered was more to train girls for careers in areas other 
than homemaking. 
dministrators and teachers, aware of the inadequate training for 
girls in their educational program, began to revise the curricula. The 
preparation of birls for establishing and maintaining better homes was 
considered a major revision. survey of trends in education for girls 




The purpose of this paper is to determine the factors necessary in 
developing a functional shop and home mechanics course for junior high 
school girls in the LcDonald School at hcDonald, h.ansas . 
Problem Analysis . In order to solve the problm of es0ablishing a 
more functional course, it was necessary to answer the followinf questions . 
1. iliat are the activities of girl graduates·: 
2 . vfuat offerings in home mechanics should be added to the course? 
3. ~.bat offerings should be deleted from. the present course? 
iJelind.tations 
The study ,vas limited to seventy-three girls that had taken shop 
courses for at least one year and not more than two years at the :tcDonald 
School . The courses were taken in the seventh and the eighth frades. 
The study covers a period of eleven yP-ars , the years being 1952 ~hroU£h 
1962 . 
Definition of Terms. 
Activities in this study, are defined as jobs of a mechanical 
nature that are carried on in maintaining a home . 
Home mechanics in this study refers t o a certain me chanical 
skill and lmowledge that enabl es the learner t o make minor repairs 
about the home, to maintain an automobile, to be a wise consumer, and 
to contribute to better living in the home . 
3 
Industrial arts in this study is a phase of education that con-
cerns itself with the materials, processes, and products of manufacture 
and with the contributions of those engaged in industry . 'I'he learnings 
come through the pupil ' s experience with tools and materials and through 
his study of resultant conditions of life .1 
General Shop-- Shops that are planned and equipped to tea.ch two or 
more distinct types of shop work at the same time, under one teacher, a.re 
general shops . The general shop is widely used for teaching industrial 
arts at all grade levels . 2 
Back r ound of the Stud 
As time passes, educational needs and patterns change . This change 
1riouis V. Newkir k, Organization and Teaching the General Shop . 
(Boston: Chas . A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1947) p . 15 , 
2Newkirk, QI?_ . cit., p . 19 . 
4 
is as true for a girl that will maintain a home as for the boy who 
enters the professions or industry. The modern home is filled with 
gadgets, labor saving machines, and various devices which are products 
of the machine age . It is, therefore, important to train girls to per-
form tasks of a mechanical nature, and to properly select, maintain, and 
use the equipment of the home . Different methods have been employed 
to provide this training, necessary for maintaining a modern efficient 
home. Four of these methods are listed. 
1. Trading classes for a short period between the home economics 
and the industrial arts department. 
2. Devoting time in the home economics department to the study 
of home mechanics . 
3. Hixing girls with boys in the re[ ular industrial arts classes. 
4. Establish a regular course in shop and home ffiechanics for 
girls . 
Any of the four methods mentioned are feasible but many factors 
would be involved . Some senior high schools do not have industrial 
arts courses. Some junior high schools do not have home economics 
courses althoueh practically all senior high schools do have home 
economics. These problems will vary from school to school and will 
need study to determine just what method or curricula to adopt in 
teaching mechanical lmowledge to girls in the school. 
CHAPTER II 
REVID·I OF THE LITERATURE 
The main intent of this study was to find what instruction in 
home mechanics might be added or deleted in junior high school so that 
girls might become better homemakers in the modern home . There is a 
feeling among educators that education has been mainly for men and the 
minority of women w.ho enter the professions . 
A second purpose of this study is to review previous studies, 
such as drop-out data for girls, interest and activity of women, and 
previous efforts in providing industrial arts for girls . 
Drop-out rate of high school girls . 
The drop-out rate of high school students has been vie1,,red with 
alarm. Drop-out data is necessary in developing a program of high in-
terest to help in keeping students in school. Dr...,p-out data is also 
necessary to know at which grade level to place courses so that the 
course will be of most benefit to the students w.ho leave school before 
graduation. In the period 1951-59, the United States Office of Education 
reveals that of 918 students beginning the seventh grade; only 886 
will begin the nlllth grade; only 809 will begin the tenth grade; only 
632 will begin the twelfth grade and only 582 will graduate. The pre-
ceding is for all students but the record of girls is little better 
than the record of boys . 
Zimand stated that the majority uf drop-outs for high school 
students occurred at the age of 16 and at the ninth or tenth grade 
level) 
Spiegler, 1950 , in reporting on the problem of girls getting an 
education primarily designed for boys, stated that around 50% of the 
girls who entered high school l eft before they graduated . He further 
stated that 500,000 girls drop out of high s chool each year, and of 
this number 40, 000 left school to get married .4 The figure on marriages 
is higher at present but recent ficures do show a greater per cent of 
girls are finishing high school than in 1950 . 
The question of iJ1en drop-outs occur among hibh school students 
is of great importance to all educators concerned with curriculum 
building . Such information makes it possible to offer courses at the 
most beneficial grade level . The big drop out seems to start after the 
completion of the 'unior high grades . 
General Review and Objectives of Industrial Arts. 
Industrial arts seems to have received its greatest recognition 
in the junior high school . Before the time -when most boys and girls 
attended senior high school, industrial arts was thought of more as 
vocational training . This was not the intention at the time the subject 
3Gertrude F. Zimand., "Don't Let Them Quit School, 11 Parent's 
Magazine , (Aucust , 1947), p . 14. 
4charles G. Spiegler, ·1.1-,.re Our Girls Getting a Boy's Education, 1 
New York Times Magazine , (Hay 1, 1950), pp . 29, 38! 42. . 
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was introduced into the junior high . Industrial arts properly taught 
will contribute much to the expected functions of the junior high. 
Hurley states that the curriculum consists of all the experiences, 
including all the subject matter and skills which are utilized by the 
school to further the aims of education . He continues by saying, ''The 
principal aim of education in a democratic society is to promote the 
general welfare by helping each individual to develop his best personal 
and social competence. 1 5 
As found in all types of teachine, a formulated set of aims, 
intelligent selection and organization of materials, and a high type 
of teaching are necessary for the success of the industrial arts pro-
gram . The major experiences of a general education are aimed at meeting 
the needs of all youth . 
The industrial arts program attempts to assist pupils in becoming 
informed with respect to occupational interests, recreational interests, 
and abilities. The following nine objectives are those for which indus-
trial art teachers should assume a large measure of responsibility. 
They are outcomes toward which teachers and their students can make dis-
tinctive contribution. The list as shown was adopted by the American 
Vocational Association . 6 
5John M. Hurley, 11 Shop Safety in the Curriculum,'' The Industrial 
Arts Teacher . (November-December, 1958), p. 34. 
6 erican Vocational Association, Inc ., A Review of the A.V.A. 
Bulletin on the Standards in Industrial Arts Teaching (Report of the 
Committee-;-washington, D. c.": American Vocational Association, Inc., 
1946), p . 96 . 
7 
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1 . Interest in industry . 
2 . Appreciation and use . 
J . Self- discipl ine and initiative . 
4. Cooperative attitudes. 
5. Health and safety. 
6. Interest and achievement . 
7. Orderly performance . 
8 . Shop skills and knowledge . 
The common general education of the elementary school, states the 
Educational Policies Commission of the N.E. 11. . , should be continued through 
the junior high school . Supplementary to this, the student should be 
introduced to a wide range of experiences in intellectual fields so that 
he may have a broad base for the choices of interest which later he will 
f 11 . t · 1 7 o ow more in ensive y . 
Industrial arts correlates closely with mathematics, knowledge and 
use of common measuring tools, such as rules, calipers, and gauges. Stu-
dents learn to convert common fractions, and compute costs of material. 
In English, the spelling and meaning of technical words are learned . 
Understanding technical writing and just plain instructions are a part of 
reading . Commercial studies would include cost calculation and estimates 
of material used . Inventory methods are learned w~th regard to shop 
supplies and equipment . Keeping shop records, attendance, grades,progress 
7National Education Association of the United States w1d the Arlerican 
Association of School Adr.J.inistrators, Ed1cation for All American YoUTu.~ 
(Report Education Policies Commission, Washin[ton D. C. : N.Z .A. , 1944) p . 47 , 
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and accident reports are all a part of business education. Systems of 
filing are studied with the handling of instruction materials, blue 
prints, and visual aids . Planning for the correlation is a significant 
factor in integrating experiences for an individual . This problem is 
aptly stated by Friese: 8 
Unless the school's aims, the aims of the industrial arts 
department and the aims of a subject for a specific grade level are 
agreed upon at the beginning, it is likely there vri.11 be confusion . 
Safety has always been an integral part of the industrial arts 
curriculum. vfuen correct manipulative skills are taught, shop safety is 
taught . Varied shop experiences carefully directed, under competent in-
struction and guidance will develop safety-conscious pupils . Safety in 
the curriculum means more than the formulation and enforcement of rules . 
Safety means the student must have a safe environment in which to work and 
that safe practices a.re a part of each pupil-experience. The teacher must 
set the example for proper, safe conduct . Careful and constant supervision 
must be provided at all times. 
flany rules and regulations have been established governin[ the 
operation of machines by students . Some school systems do not permit 
students to operate machines until a certain age; others demand that 
intelligence or mechanical aptitude tests be passed; others prohibit 
students from operating certain machines; in ma.~y schools students operate 
all machines when they have the consent of parents. A teacher needs to 
8John F. Friese, Course 1:aking in General Zducation, (Peoria, 
Illinois: The Manual Arts Press, 1946), p . 78. 
thoroughly understand the regulations governing the use of machines in a 
school system before he demonstrates their use . The age or intelligence 
of a student is no standard for determining when a student should 
operate a machine . Wnere teachers have organized a systematic method of 
teaching each student to use each machine correctly and safely, students 
of all age levels and intelligence have been known to operate machines 
safely.9 
In large schools the shop courses may consist of various types . 
Much discussion has centered around the unit shop versus the general 
shop. The unit shop may serve the purposes of the junior high school 
better than the general shop; however, most smaller schools do well to 
provide one general shop. As the researcher was more interested in the 
smaller school, most discussion will be about the general shop. A cen-
eral shop is one in which all industrial arts activities are carried 
on in one major room area . well planned organized and supervised gen-
eral shop program does enable a school, whether it be large or small, 
to offer a really effective course in industrial arts. The general 
shop offers each pupil a chance to work with a variety of tools and 
materials. Newkirk states that often pupils who are complete failures 
10 with one type of material can find something of value in other types. 
9George Silvius and Estell H. Curry, Teaching Successfully the 
Industrial Arts, (Bloomington: McKnie:ht and McKnight Publishing Co., 
1953), p . 172 . 
lONewkirk, cit . , p. 19 · 
10 
An instructor seldom finds a pupil who can get nothing whatever from the 
wide range of materials and activities provided in industrial arts . 
The general shop is well adapted to the junior high school . This 
11 
is the period when boys and girls are making wide contacts with objects and 
materials . The pupil needs information about things they meet in the 
world; they need the experience that comes from handling and knowing 
these products . They need to learn how to care for the electrical 
and mechanical devices about the home and comaunity. They should be 
trained to become more efficient members of the family group, re-
gardless of the vocation they choose. They need training in the selection 
of commodities which they will consume as members of a modern American 
Community . 
It is common knowledge that pupils differ ;:;reatly in their individ-
ual differences because each pupil may work on a separate group of 
projects and advance as fast as he is able to do the different tasks. 
Perhaps no other course offers the instructor such a.~ oprortunity to 
judge the quality and pace of his student 1 s work.11 
Placement 
Manipulative experiences include craft production by individuals 
as well as mass production by groups. Since a student's ability is 
affected by past experience in doing manipulative work, a teacher should 
make a study of each student ' s past experiences. Many of these past 
llNewkirk, 212.• cit . , p . 20 . 
experiences influence a person's ability to do shop work . The student 
may not have learned proper techniques at home or at some other agency. 
In general, students are able to develop a degree of manual desterity 
in other experiences which enable them to advance more rapidly in 
the school situation. 
Grades seven, eight, and nine form a transitional area between 
the elementary school and the senior high school . In the seventh grade 
the pupil encounters, perhaps for the first time, a different room 
and teacher for most subjects . Homework and personal responsibility is 
increased . Usually for the first t~ne, industrial arts is offered as 
a separate subject, in a shop, and through a specialized iL--istructor . 
At this time special emphasis and attention is given in f rades seven, 
eight and nine, in helping pupils discover aptitudes, abilities and in-
ter ests . It is often said that subject matter chould be chosen or re-
jected exclusively on the basis of whether or not it contributes toward 
meeting specific objectives . 
12 
In the seventh grade, work in industrial arts should be rather 
simple for the first few months . The work of nearly one semester is 
composed of the parts that follow: (a) short jobs, lessons or pro j ects, 
(b) s~nple manipulative work, (c) projects or j obs similar for all the 
class. These projects may be in metal, wood, plastics, leather and 
ceramics . After this introductor-J period of training , the pupil may 
begin more difficult projects . There is a noticeable trend in the di-
rection of providing rr.ore eA'Periences. This should be encouraged . Some 
of the new experiences are blueprint reading, household mechanics, 
automobile care, use of electricity in the home, art metal work, f ur-
niture finishing , and ~ewelry . 
Methodology. 
Methods of teaching industrial arts have changed but methods are 
still as varied as apples on a tree . The McDonald School has provided 
shop classes for girls during the past thirteen years . At one time 
the procedure was divided into basic steps . This may have produced a 
few square boards and several kinds of vrood joints but it seemed to kill 
the initial interest and incentive . The procedure is now different . 
About three weeks are spent in getting used to the tools and general 
procedure . The students now start making and doing things and learn the 
"how11 as they proceed . This makes for a much happier and productive re-
sult . This quote from Hr. Charles F . Moore, vice president, of the Ford 
Motor Company gives some idea of the forrner methods used .12 
I had a few curriculum hours of a course known as manual 
training. "tie spent long happy hours filling d. scrap box with 
cross lap and mortise and tendon joints, made on command ai~d by 
nur.1bers . I sometimes felt 1ve were attending a course in sandpaper 
therapy . I 'm delighted to learn that better ways have been found 
t o keep youngst ers interested and out of mischief, and that the 
emphasis is now on developing student interest and brinfin[; out 
the individual creativity that lies in each of us . 
Evaluation 
Evaluation is a problem in industrial arts just as it is a problem 
in other subject areas . Hith such a 11Jide range of ability in students , 
12chas . F . Moore, Jr . , Vice President of the Ford Hotor Co., 
11 Industrial Arts--Education for Modern Living 11 (An Address given to 
students winning Industrial Arts Awards, Sept. 27, 1956), p. 7, 
13 
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the items produced ·will be greatly varied in quality and quantity . Quite 
often the person that has worked the hardest, will produce rather medi-
ocre results . The McDonald School, for several years, did not [ive 
grades in shop . For two years a rather detailed report was adopted for 
use in shop . The quality of 11ork did not improve . The students worried 
more and so did the instructor . Shop seemed more fun without definite 
grades . The results of this survey will tell what the students really 
wanted, regardless of what the school was doin[ . 
Scope. 
Newkirk and Stoddard, in 1929, discussinc the value of industrial 
arts for pirls, expressed this viewpoint .13 
The [;irl needs the shop experience uhich will enable her to 
become a more efficient member of the modern home . Industrial 
arts appreciation and the nhandy-rnan 1 activities seem to be of 
special value as guiding ai~s in orfanization of shop content 
for girls . 
Kroll, in 1938, expressed a like thought with this statement.14 
;Jomen of our homes today must deal with many new devices and 
inventions . They must cope ·with the problems of their environJnent 
which invention has filled with an ever increasing multiplicity of 
devices . They are becoming more and more a partner of equal stand-
ing in the business of making the home a success, 1-,hether it is 
in the selection of a house design, a problem of in:.erior decorating, 
or one of purchasinc a new· refrii:;erator. EverJ cirl 1-1ho leaves 
high school should have a course in industrial arts, the purpose 
of which should be to take into consideration these very problems 
which she 11Jill meet as a prospective honemaker. 
131ouis V. Hewkirk and G€orge D. Stoddard, The G€neral Shop , (Peoria, 
Illinois: Hanual Arts Press, 1929), p . 40 . 
14Harry H. Kroll, 11 Induatrial Arts for Girls] 1 Industrial J.rts and 
Vocational Education, (April, 1938), p. 143 . 
15 
In 1949, John Callahan, State Superintendent of 1lashington State, 
had this to say about girls taking industrial. arts .15 
ttHabits, interests and attitudes and many of the skills developed 
through industrial arts are increasingly being recognized as valuable 
to r;irls as well as boys . 11 
Hollenback, in 1930, stated that mechanical. training for girls in 
the junior high school home economics class was provided for by an ex-
change of classes with the industrial. arts department for a period of 
three weeks . The work experiences provided for girls centered around 
the use of common woodworking tools, refjnishing furniture, and re-
pairing or adjusting household electrical devices .16 
Pritchard, in 1945, discussing the home economics pro,e;ram at the 
Laboratory School of the University of Chica.go, described their pro-
gram in which junior high school boys and girls were taken into the 
school shops for training in the use of tools, materials, and equipment 
related to home economics study . s a part of their instruction in 
the shop, they were taught to make camping equipment, projects of wood, 
and other articles which were useful to them in their home econorrics 
training .17 
l5John Callahan, Philosophy and Objectives of Industrial Arts in 
the Wisconsin Schools, (Madison, Wisconsin: State of 'iiisconsin, 1949), 
;.-18. 
16Ella Hollenbeck, 'Home Tinkering for Girls and Home ~conomics 
for Boys, 11 Journal. of Home Economics, (August, 1930), pp . 659-60 . 
17tvrargaret H. Pritc:iard, 11 Home Arts in a Unified Arts Program, 1 
School Review, (November, 1945), pp . 539-40 . 
Present Sta_tus of Participation of Girls in Industrial Arts . 
Tradition has been a detrimental factor in the introduction of 
industrial arts experiences to girls . Thirteen years ago the McDonald 
School started enrolling all seventh and eifhth grade girls in the in-
dustrial arts class. Several schools in western Kansas have crafts 
classes for girls but no other schools have been located that offer 
regular uooduorking classes. Girls en~oy wood 1-rork and on the average 
take more interest than boys . Classes seer.i. to be more successful if 
they are composed of all girls or all boys . ld.xed classes seer1 to 
work out better in the ei[hth grade than in the seventh grade . Schools 
in many places would probably let girls take industrial arts but custom 
seems to discourage them from startine , 
16 
In a survey made by Veryl McKinney, at Fort Hays Kansas State 
College, of 2,240 students enrolled in church schools that contributed 
information to his survey, h61 or 20 . b per ce.1t of this number were 
enrolled in industrial arts . The specific unit type of shop orranization 
was used by 50 per ceni:, of the participatinc schools . Thirt:~-s:i.,'< per cent 
had organized their shops on the general unit type of organization. 
Only 14 per cent, of the schools had utilized the ceneral industrial a_ts 
type of or~anization . Ferr.ale students made up less than 10 per cent of 
the enrollment in ~he industrial arts courses of the educau·onal insti-
tutions qualified t o supply information to the research .1° 
16ver-y-l HcKinney, 1·.1 Study to D8termine Convent for a Course ln 
Home I\t.i.echanics for Girls Based on Current Ifo1'1e Practice in an Industrial 
City, ( unpublished f'JE.ster I s thesis, Fore Ha~rs Kansas Stat.e Colle, e, 
July 14, 1955) . 
It would seem that thirty- eight girls enrolled in industrial arts 
was rather low out of a total enrollment of 2, 2L!.O, in the industrial 
arts . This was less than 2 per cent of the total enrollment or 4 per 
cent of the girl enrollment, if the enrollme:1t were one-half girls . 
Industrial arts does not seem a popular subject for girls in the church 
controlled secondary schools of Kansas . The presence of such a small 
number of female students in the industrial arts cour ses of the 14 co-
operating schools would seem to indicate the existence of industrial 
arts courses that are predominantly for the Dale student body . 
The California Industrial Arts Guide makes no mention of indus-
trial arts for girls in the junior hiEh school. The guide acknowledges 
industrial arts as an integral part of the total educational program.19 
A questionnaire was sent o t to twelve supervisors of industrial 
arts in the n,ctropolitan bay area near Berkley, California, and to fifty-
nLDe industrial arts teacher educators in the ten state colleges in 
California. The same questionnaire was sent to teachers of industrial 
arts . The teachers agreed with the educators and supervisors on most 
subjects but disa£reed on a few areas. The results are shovm in the 
list that follows: 20 
1. Teachers do not or would not prefer mixed classes in industrial 
19california State Department of Education, Guide for Industrial 
Education in California, (Bulletin, No . 7, Volume XVIII. Sacramento: 
CaliforniaState Dept . of Education, 1%9), p . 48 . 
20c. O. Burke, "Industrial Ob~ectives at the Junior nif;h Level," 




2 . Both groups agreed that the program should start in the seventh 
grade in junior high school . 
3. Both groups agreed industrial arts should be limited to four or 
five clock hours per week . 
4. Both groups agreed that girls should also have an opportunity 
to study industrial arts subjects . Twenty per cent had girls in one or 
more industrial arts classes . 
The North Carolina Guide to Curriculum Study for Industrial rts 
states that most of the industrial arts offerines in Eorth Carolina are 
geared to masculine activities . This statement did not mean that girls 
should not take industrial arts . 
The Washington State Industrial Arts Guide makes no r,:_ention of 
girls in their state program. 
The Louisiana Industrial Guide makes little mention of industrial 
arts for girls but some schools enroll girls in the woodworking and 
graphic arts classes . 
The Industrial Arts Guide for 1-Iissouri makes little differentiation 
between the needs of boys and girls . They say that the industrial arts 
is a laborator-J which offers boys and girls of this age an opportunity 
for experiences in keeping with their normal 6rowth and development . 
The Industrial Arts Guide of Connecticut states that on the junior 
high level , all pupils participate in all areas on a rotating basis . 
Girls are encouraged to take industrial arts courses . In @ost Connecticut 
s chools, industrial arts is an elective but in a few schools it is a 
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required subject . The Syllabic for Industrial Arts used in Bridgeport, 
Connecticut makes no mention of girls in their courses . Undoubtedly 
not all schools abide by the state recommendations as listed in the guide . 
The Instructor ' s Guide for 1ioodwork for Junior High Schools, 
Tulsa, Oklahoma, speaks 0f the general education values of industrial 
arts for all youth . 
The Oregon Handbook for Oregon Secondary Schools makes no reference 
to girls in any of the junior high courses in industrial arts. The 
senior high does give industrial arts for girls . 
The brief survey made of several states at random seems to show a 
trend toward girls takinc part in the industrial arts section of the 
curriculum. Maybe 11 Rosie the Rivetern and 11v'i innie the ~lelder1 found 
out about their latent talents durin6 the last war. Rosie and Hinnie 
want their daughters to be able to work with their hands as well as 
their heads . 
Content of Home Mechanics Course . 
Swanson says the key to motivation probably lies in a study of 
the goals toward which the learner strives . Thre are several important 
characteristics that should be possessed by goals if they are to serve 
as effective motivators . Goals must be clear cut and concise . Recent 
work in the psychology of learning and literature in the industrial arts 
field has placed great stress on the importance of well defined goals . 
Goals must be accepted by the learner . It must be admitted that the 
goals set by the school and the teacher are not always the goals accepted 
20 
by the learner, at least initially, but if they are not achievable they 
will do little t oward problem solving . 21 
Incentives as secondary goals are often needed to encourage pro-
gress toward more remote and general goals . It seems that the more 
closely related the incentive is to the purposes of the learner, the 
. . 22 more effective it is to motivat~on . 
A few abilities selected from Bobbitt's objectives under the 
headine, 1'Unspecialized Practical Activities, 11 will serve to show the 
relation between industrial arts and the aims of education . The following 
are of :unior high utility, and when trarislated into specific ;;obs would 
form a fOOd portion of a rather diversified course in general shop . 
Bobbit has this to say: 23 
Ability to use all common kinds of measuring devices , measures 
of length , area , volume , capacity, weight , time , value , temperature, 
specific gravity; ability to sharpen, adjust, cleari, l ubricate, replace 
worn parts, and otherwise keep household and garden tools and aprliances 
in ,:ood order and cood uorkinc condition ; ability to make repairs, 
adjustments and sonetimes to construct househo2.1 furniture or othe:-
equipment; ability to participate intelligently in the original 
planninc of one's home; ability to operate household equiµrient; 
ability to keep the house , premises and equipi'1lent clean and sani-
ta:::'J"; ability to keep the house in rood order; ability to care for 
and operate the electrical system arid appl:ances ~n one ' s home, 
and to make simple repairs, ad,·ustments or replacGJJents; abilit:r 
to perform the operations involved in the care of the premises a.."1d 
garden . 
21Robert S . ~p1son, 11 Psycholory of Learning a.."1d the Teachin[ of 
Industrial Arts , 11 L"1dustrial rts and Vocational :;::;ctucation , (October, 
1956), pp . 243-44 • 
22swanson, op . cit.) p . 244 . 
23F . Bobbit, Hov to Make~ Curriculum (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Co . , 1924) , pp . 28, 29 and 180. 
21 
Acuff states the following objectives of industrial arts for girls . 
Industrial arts for girls should include experiences in the care, repair 
and maintenance of the home and its devices and appliances, the develop-
ment of wise avocational and vocational choices, and the preparation 
for intelligent participation in our industrial world . To achieve these 
. th . b' '. t d 24 aJJ11s e ensUlll[, o Jec"L1ves are sugges e • 
1 . Guidance . The girl in the school shop nay discover talents and 
aptitudes which wouldn ' t have been found otherwise. 
2 . Consumer Education . Nany industrial products are cheaply 
constructed and poorly desirned . They are made for the mass of the people 
who have little lmowledge of desi::::n . Heretofore, schools have emphasized 
teaching the pupil to earn . The spendin[ of L.oney is just as importa'1t, 
and educators should discard the belief that somehow consumers will 
learn the art of livinb without any special traininr;. 
3 . ICnowledf:e of Home Ovmership . To own and occupy a home of 
their 01.m is the fondest dream and most frequent desire of many families. 
4. Home Ifechanics. The home of to-day, especially the kitchen, 
is an array of gadgets and labor-savinr: devices, most of ,lnich are mechan-
ical or electrical in nature and require sor.e degree of r.,aintenance and 
care for satisfactory and economical use . 
5. ICnowled[e of Furniture . The average housewife makes most of 
the selections of furniture for her home with very little infornation . 
24cecil Acuff, ''Industrial . rts for Girls, 1 Industrial Arts and 
Vocational ~ducation , (December, 1956), p . 317-19 . 
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6. Ability to Use Tools and Machines . Learninc is largely a natter 
of doinc, especially in the manipulative processes . 
?. Qr_awing and Sketching . The ain1 of this ob jective is not to 
enable the girl to become a draftsman but to enable her to read blueprints 
intelligently and make simple dimensional drau:Lngs of industrial products. 
8 . Knowledge of;_ Safety Practices . large percentace of accidents 
do not just happen but are caused--usually by necli[ence of an individual . 
A course outline is described by Acuff . Each area of this outline 
is divided into two parts: manipulative a.11.d related subject m.atter . The 
material should be sufficient to cover two semesters of study . The stud~ 
units are proposed for high school students but could easily be used for 
junior high pupils. 25 
I . Hoodworkin£ 
1 . Hanipulati ve 
a) Learn use of simple woodwortin£ tools 
b) Make simple projexts that will enable student 
to use tools and become acquainted wit~ various 
woodworkin[ procedures . 
c) Finishing and refinishing procedures . 
d) Repairing furniture . 
2 . Related Subject Hatter 
a) Learn names of tools used . 
)J) Study of furniture design, furniture periods , a.~d 
furniture constructinn. 
c) Consumer knowledge of how to buy furniture ·wisely. 
d) Kinds of woods used in furniture, reasons for 
their use, and sources and procurenent of lun1ber. 
e) Advantages a.~d disadvantages of various finishin..:, 
r:1ethods . 
f) Care of furniture . 
c) Study of veneers and their use. 
25Acuff, Q:Q. cit . , p. 319. 
II. Electrical 
1. Manipulative 
a) i~ake extension cords, repair damaged cords 
on appliances . 
b) Detect and replace a blown fuse . 
c) :,ire bells and buzzers . 
2. Related Subject Eatter 
a) Knowledge of meaninc and uses of electrical terms . 
b) Brief study of electric motors and their maintenance . 
c) Study of conductors and nonconductors. 
III. Hechanical Draw:ing 
1. Ha...l'lipulati ve 
a) Make simple drawings and sketches. 
b) Make simple house plans . 
2. Related Subject Eatter 
a) Learn to read blueprints . 
b) Study of types of houses and purposes of each. 
c) Brief study of buildinf: codes and their pu11Joses . 
d) House planning . 
e) Study of buildill[ materials and advantages and 
disadvantaces of each. 
IV . Autoraobile .ikc anics 
1. Related Sub~ect Eatter 
a) lJJ.owledge of general maintenance . 
b) Study of trouble shooti..71g . 
c) Study of fundamental principleE of an 
automobile . 
d) Corrnnon reasons for car not startin£. 
e) Hethods of washins, cleaninf and polishinz . 
V. Household Hechanics. 
1. Hanipulative 
a) Repair leaky faucet . 
b) Sharpen knives . 
c) Clean a drain trap . 
d) Replace a broh.en class in a u:L.'1dow or door . 
e) Upholsterw..g and repair of upholste:rJ. 
f) Lubrication and care of most common electrical 
devices . 
g ) Care and repair of £arden hose . 
h) Care and use of files al'ld stones. 
i) Heating fuels and plants and methods of control. 
j) 1:-Iethods of ventilat::..on . 
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VI . Crafts and Hobbies 
VII . 
1. Eanipulative 
a) Make projects in wood carving • 
b) Hake small leather projects . 
c) Hake simple projects of art copper. 
d) Cut out linoleum blocks and make prints 
from them. 
2 . Related Subject t:atter 
a) Y.nowledge of woods suitable for carvin£ . 
b) Knowledge of source , producLon, and l:i..rids of 
leather . 
c) Uses and kinds of plastics , and the place of 
plastics in the industrial ,:orld . 
d) Value of knowing a craft or having a hobby . 
Safety Instruction 
1. Related Subject liatter 
a) Safety practices in the use of tools and 
machines. 
b) Safety practices in the use of home devices and 
electrical appliances . 
c) General safety practices of the home. 
Industrial arts educators realize the defects in the educational 
program for cirls. The scope and nature of industrial arts places it 
in a position to .'.:;ive much to the education of the ::.odern homemaker . 
In the past cirls have received rr.uch of their industrial arts 
training in the recular boys industrial arts shop . Some schools have 
provided courses that meet the specific needs of .cirls . Host industrial 
arts educators feel that a home mechanics course, especiall:r for girls, 
better meets their needs. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS Mill :Vli\.TERIALS 
This study 1;ras made to determine just what offerings should be 
added or deleted from the prasent shop and hone mechanics course of the 
McDonald School, McDonald, Kansas . The material used in the questionnaire 
was a coliposite of job items suggested by other researchers and indus-
trial arts instructors . 
Jones, 1935, :c:i.ade a stud.,~ of home mechanics for girls living in an 
industrial city . .\ list, of sixty- one ite11s, was prepared by Jones from 
a questionnaire that he sent out to mothers of school cirls .26 
Fenn, 1933, discovered that some training could be ~iven to cirls 
by oreanizing a home r:iechanics club. ?enn listed thirty ~ob iter.1s 
2,.., 
perforrned by the home mechanics club . 1 
Kroll, 193S, investicatini:; content material for a course in home 
mechanics for girls , selected 156 ~obs under the followinc areas: 1.ood-
work, plumbing, electricity, automotive knowledge, house construction, 
miscellaneous, household safety, painting, finishin[; and decorating, and 
l . rt d d . 2 b erap11c a s an esign . 
26iforris 1.. Jones, 1 Study to Determine Content for a Course in 
Home !-Iechanics for Girls Based on Current Home Practice in an Industrial 
City1 (unpublished !:aster 's thesis, Colorado State College of .Azriculture 
and Mechanics, 1935), p . 35 . 
27r. M. Fenn, 11 Girls Home I-:echanics Club,' Industrial Arts and 
Vocational Education, (January, 1933), ~- 17. 
2GKroll, QQ • cit., p . 143 . 
Johnson, 1939, in a study of home mechanics instruction to be 
offered to home econoIT.ics classes in Colorado , selected the course con-
tent by a study of existing home mechanics courses . Her survey was 
answered by 121 respondents . A committee of ei[ht reco.:nized leaders 
in home economics chose the criterion to be used in selecting the items 
to be used in a hone mechanics course for girls . Activities with a 
frequency of response of at least 60 per cent were included in course 
content . Responses of 40 per cent to 60 per cent were to be included 
as optional material . 29 
From a study made of the aforesaid research, the questionnaire 
used in this survey was developed . A list of girls was obtained from 
the record files of the ~cDonald School . This list included all girls 
who had taken shop for at least one year and not more than two years 
durinr: the till10 they were in the seventh and ei,:hth 6rades . The 
period of ti.me covered was eleven years and the span of time 1·1as from 
1952 through 1962 . 
A letter ·Has mailed to seventy-three cirls v-1110 had taken the shop 
course . T1 is letter contained t1ro copies of the questionnaire and a l 
self-addressed, stcl".ped envelope . One copy of the questionnaire was . 
F 
kept by the recipient . One copy was to be returned to the researcher . 
Seventy-three girls received questionnaires; .::'ifty-hro, or 71. 1 per cent 
26 
29::::;ileen Johnson, 11 Ho:me Eechanics Instruction for Girls .:_n Homena.ki..ri_: 
Classes in Colorado, 1 ( vnpublished l'.:aster I s thesis, Colorado State Colle e 
of ..-1.£:riculture and 1:echanic : rts, 1939), p . 97 . 
retun1ed replies t o the survey . On the basis of this response, the 
material to include or delete fror..1 future shop courses was obtained • 
. As this study was concerned with the activities which former firl 
students thought should be offered in a shop and home mecha'1i cs course, 
the frequency for selecting activities was used as criteria for includ-
ing such items in future shop courses . 
The f ollO'\ri.11[ cri1,eria were used for detcrr.:.inil16 the shop and 
home mechanics offerings for :irls attending the EcDonald School, 
r~cDonald, Kansas . 
1. Jobs checked by 60 per cent or more of the former r,irl 
students i.muld be included i...'1 future courses. 
2. Jobs checked by 40 to 60 per cent of the former students 
Hould be used as supplenentarJ work . 
J . Jobs that i.rere checked by less than 40 per cent of the fo. er 
students wouid not be included in future offerinrs . 
4. Jobs that were added to the questionnaire will be investi-
.::;ated more thor01.1£hly before being added to the present off erin, s . 
The additional jobs will not be considered in this study. 
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CI-U.FTI:R IV 
, L\LYSIS OF DJ.T · 
The purpose of this study 1-ras to develop a functional shop &'1d 
110:me mechanics course for the ,4unior hi[h i:-irls of the l'cDonald School, 
HcDonald, Kansas . A second purpose was to determine the grade level at 
i-Jhich the course should be presented to junior high school girls . 
There were eighty-five household and shop activities listed on 
the questionnaire . The former girl students lrere asked to check the 
activities which they believed should be included as activities of 
instruction in a holi.e mechanics course for :unior high '""irls . 
A tabulation of the average percentaLe of responses for the 
activities of each area are listed in numerical order of their popular-
ity as follows: upholstery, 61.,. . 24 per cent; plur.1binc, 60 . 97 per cent; 
finishinr, 56 .04 per cent; electricity, 52 . 56 per cunt; miscellaneous, 
52 .09 per cent; autor:1obile, 49 .27 per cent; and woodwork, 47 . 95 pel' cent . 
As a part of the survey, the respondents uere asl;:ed to check 
the activities L'1 each area which they thol-ht should be included in 
a shop and home l!lechanics course for ·unior hi0h _irls . ':'he results 
of five activities found on the surve~r are shm•m in Table I. The three 
activities, 11 clean and care for 1:001 run~s, 1 ''clean a...'1d care for sun-
thetic rugs, 11 11 repair and cover padded seat, 1• were checl:ed by over 60 
per cent of the respondents . T1ro activities, cover la~pshades , 1 and 
11 upholster sprins cushions, 11 1vere checked by :more tha...'1 40 per cent 
but less than 60 per cent of the respondents . The item, 11 clean and care 
for wool rurs, was the most popular item on 1.he list. 
T.-i.BLE I 
RESPONSJ ':i.'0 FIV UFHOLST~RY CTIVITI~ BY 
FIFTY- T,.0 GIRL STUD!!iNTS, 1952 '_;_'HR0UGH 1962 . 
Upholstery Activites Frequency 
Clean and ca.re for wool rugs 45 
Clean and care for synthetic rugs 10 
Repair and cover padded sea.ts 33 
Cover lampshades 26 
Upholster sprinf; cushions 23 
29 
Per Cent 
66 . 5 
76 .9 
63 . 5 
50 
44 .3 
It vd.11 be noticed in Table II that seven items uere _isted. under 
the plum.bin['. activities . Four iter:s, 1·shut c f -uater supf:ly,r r shut off 
ras supply, 11 o1 start a furnace or heaT,er, and read a as or · ,a 1.,81' 
meter,' were checked by over 60 per cent of vhe responden- s . Two acti-
vities, 1 repair a leaky faucet, and mah:e terr.porary repa::..rs on a 
leaky pipe , 1 1-rere checked by n~ore than 40 per cent but less than 6G 
per cent . Less than 40 per cent checked the item, · thai.. out a frozen 
pipe . • The activity, 'shut off ua-r,er supply,: receivea che hifhest 
response in the area of plumbinf . 
T BLE II 
RESPOIJS"" 'IO Sf,'VEIJ PLUEBING .d.CTIVITIES BY 
FIFTY-T.,0 GIRL STUDENTS, 1952 THROUGH 1962 . 
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Plumbinr ,ctivities 
Shut off ~~ter supply 
Start furnace or heater 
____ Freguen,SY:.. __ fe!:_ Cent 
Rad a t,.;as or water meter 
Repair a leaky faucet 
Make temporary repairs on a lea~-y pipe 







86 . 5 




J0 . 2 
Fifteen finishin[ items are shmvn on Table III of 1rhich seven items 
were marked by 60 per cent of the respondents. The seven activities were 
care for tile floors, 1 care for hardwood floors, 1 Kax furniture, 1 
1 remove old finish, 1• 1 apply var-.nish, 1 1 paint 1-.alls, 1 and care for paint 
brushes . 1 The five activities checked by at least l+O per cent but 
less than 60 per cent were 1 prepare and apply filler, 1 1 apply shellac, 1 
1 apply oil finish to furniture, 1 prepare a wood surface for finish-
ing,' and '·hard wood floor maintenance . The three items, ·varnished 
woodwork maintenance, 1 1 apply en , el, 1• and 1 use a paint spra~rer, 1 
were chosen by less than 40 per cent of the respondents . 
T BLE III 
RESPONSE TO FIFTEEN FnTISHING ACTIVITES BY 
FIFTY- ~' :o FOHMER GD.L STUDENTS , 19 52 THROUGH 1962 . 
Finishi!.![ , ctivities ____________ _ 
Care for hard ,;rood floors 
Care for tile floors 
Ca.,_e for paint brushes 
Paint walls 
pply varnish 
Remove old finish 
1-m .. '( furni cure 
pply shellac 
Prepare a Yood surface for finishin.:::; 
Hardwood floor maintenance 
Apply an oil finish to furnhure 
Prepare and apply wood filler 
pply enamel 
Varnished wood1.:ork maintenance 
Use a paint sprayer 
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Ten el ectrical a ctivities Here presented for the former studen-r,s . 
, s sh01m by Table IV, f our items were chosen by over 60 per cent of the 
respondents. The f our activities checked were 'locate and replace 
burned out fuses,' 1 shut off main power supply,' 'test or replace light 
bulbs, 1 and 11 become familiar 1rd.th basic brands of appliances . 1 
TABL: IV 
RZSFmrs:rz TO TEIJ :LSCTRICAL CTIVITLS BY 
FIFTY-T .0 l'0RHSR STUD2rTTS, 19;2 TH.OUGH 1962 . 
______ Freg_uency_ Per _9ent 
Locate and replace burned out fuses 
Shut 01'f main pm:er supply 
Test or replace li[ht bulbs 
Become familiar with basic brands of appliances 
Read an electric meter 
Repair an electric plug 
Reset a circuit beaker 
Oil an electric !hotor 
Make an extension cord 
Repair a floor lamp 
47 90 . 1+ 
42 Lv ., 
34 04 .4 
32 bl.5 
28 53 . 9 
24 46 .1 
22 42 .1 
20 j6 . 4 
17 32 . 7 
8 l'.) .4 
32 
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T,:o activities, 1 reset a circuit breaker,· and · repair a floor 
lamp, 1 were choren by more than 40 per cent but by less th • 60 per cent 
of the students . Three of the activities chosen by less than L~O per 
cent of the respondents were · oil an electric motor, 1' : make an ex-
tension cord, 1 and I repa~.r a floor lamp . 11 
'I'uenty activities of general householc repair were ~ncluded 
on the questionnaire under the miscellaneous area, as noted in Table V. 
'r BLE V 
RESPO'JS:2: TO T' ~1I'I'Y hISCEL NEOUS .ACTDTITI~ BY 
FIFTY- T:iO FO --'R STUD2I'JTS, 1952 THROUGH 1962 . 
£!isc~ll_§.neo~s .i.ctivities _______ _ 
Sharpen kitchen knives 
Use a fire extinguisher 
Sharpen scissors 
Hang pictures and r,i:.~rors 
Start a lawn mm;e1· 
Strine; ropes in pull drapes 
Repair a stuck draFer 
Tie conrrnon l:nots 
Repair vd.ndou shades 
Adjust pas burne_ 
Put a connection on a [,arden hose 
epair garden hose 
Repair plaster 
Repair ,:d.ndow and door screens 
Use putty 
Replace i.dndow 6lass 
Remove old linoleum from floors 
Lay floor tile 
Cut glass 
Bore holes in glass 
Frecuencv Per Cent ----· -~-- ---
45 86 . 5 
45 86 . 5 
44 84 .6 
43 82.7 
38 73 
35 67 .3 
32 61 . 5 
31 60 
27 51 .95 
25 48 .1 
25 48,1 
24 1,.6 .1 
23 44 ,3 
23 L,,4 . 3 
19 36 , 7 
18 ?4 ,6 





The ei~ht activities selected by more than 60 per cent of the respon-
dents were str:1 np ropes in a pull drape, · 1 repair a stuck dra1;rer, 1• 
hanr, pictures and mirrors, 1 '·use a fire extinguisher, 1 t.start a laivn 
mouer, 1 • sharpen kitchen lmives, 1. • sharpen scissors, · and · tie common 
lmots . 1 SL"'i: acti vi t::'..es listed by more than 40 per cent but by less 
than 60 per cent of the fomer students were i.adjust a ~as burner,: 
repair a garden hose, 1 1 repair vd ... Ddow shades,' i.repair ·window and door 
screens,' i.repair plaster, 1 and 1 put a connection on a rarden hose . H 
The remainin6 six activities, · use put i:,y, 1 11 replace window class, ' 
•remove old linolewn from floors, 'lay floor tile, 1 1 cut ulass,· and 
·bore holes in ;:;lass were chosen by less than ~-0 per cent of the 
respondents. The item receiviil[' the hifhest approval 1.-as 1 sharpen 
kitchen knives.: 
As indicated in Table VI, seventeen icems 1.rere used that related 
to the maintenance and care of an auto~obile . :iglt itens, 'put air 
in tires,; 1 know about ueichts of oil used in cars,' ·stop a stud: 
horn,· check s:inple causes for a dead r:mtor, • ' check oil :..n 11..:otor, 
i change tires, ' ' understand panel instruments, •' arid I uash and polish 
car, 1 were chosen by over 60 per cent of the respondents . Two items, 
1 replace spark plubs, 1 anct 1 know parts of a car,· Here chosen b:i· over 
40 per cent but by less than 60 per cent of the studenLs . r.2he seven 
items, 1 test battery for water, 1·install seat covers, 1 1 know hm·; to 
remove a battery cable, 1 1• clean top of a battery, 11 • install vr.i.per 
blades,' replace fan belt,· and 1 clean a radiator· were ..:!hosen by less 
than L~O per cent of the students respondin[ to the questionnaire . The 
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item chosen most frequently on the list was : change tires . i: 
TABLE VI 
RESPONS::: TO SJ.i.,'VENTEEN _ UTOIIOBIU CTIVITI2S 
BY FIFTY- T,D STUDETTS , 1952 THROUGH 1962 . 
_utomo!2_il~ l cti_yitie~ _ f_recuency 
Chanze tires 50 
Understand panel instruments 39 
Stop a stuck horn 38 
Check simple causes for dead motor 36 
Know about weights of oil used in a car 35 
Put air in tires 35 
Check oil in motor 3Li-
~.ash and polish car 31 
E:noY parts of a car 30 
Replace spark plU£ wires 21 
Test battery for water 20 
Install seat covers 19 
Yu10H hov; to remove a battery cable 1.3 
Clean top of a batl,ery 12 
Install wiper blades 9 
Replace fan belt 8 
Clean a radiator 6 
35 
Per Cent 






bl, .• Lr 
60 
57 . 7 
l~C . h 
38 ,h 







Eleven wood1·mrkinc activities were listed on the survey . Table VII 
reveals that the five items , ridentify and be able to use common tools,' 
1 repair toys, 11 1 make and be able to read simple blueprints, 1 ;,make 
picture franes, and 1.niake and be able to read simple furniture plans, 
were chosen by over 60 per cent of the respondents . Three activities, 
1 make and understand simple drav•i:in&s, · i: repair furniture dra1-;ers, ' and 
'construct simple pieces of furniture,· were checked by more than 40 
per cent but by less than 60 per cent of the responde11ts. Less than 
40 per cent chose the three itel""s, 'hil1cs fitting , ' ;door fittinrr, 1 an.d 
'make wood jo.J1ts . 1 The tuo items, 1 identify and be able to use common 
tools,' and 1 repair toys, 1 were chosen as the most desired activities . 
T. BLE VII 
RESPONSE TO _,'k,77EN \,OOD:,ORKDJG ACTIVITIES BY 
FIFTY- 'f.,O FC1i'.i'.::.lli S'l'UDl~KTS, 1952 TinOUGH 1962 . 
Identify and be able to use corrmon c,ools 
Repair toys . 
Hake and be able to read simple blueprints 
l~ake picture frames 
:rake and be able to read simple furnture plans 
Repair furnir,ure drauers 
Construct simple pieces of furniture 
Hinp;e fitting 
Door fittin.g 






















Four additional questions were included in the questionnaire. 
The answers of the responde 1ts are shm·m in Table VIII. ':'he stude::1ts 
answerinc t11c survey were also asked to list any SU[ gestions that nir,ht 
be used in better prerd.ring a cours-:: for girls in home mechanics. 
lar.;e rrajority of t:1e former girl students regarded shop as an important 
part of the school curriculum, with only three individuals rerardin.: 
shop as a waste of time . The respondents that had been out of school 
the longest time, seemed to be more interested in the practical aspects 
of the course . One for:ner student made this statcrr.ent, 1 A hoL1e is only 
in wor: in[ order as lon,... as the modern appliances are in worki.r1t_ con-
di tio.1. 1 Three members did not want the course curr=..culum to becom~ too 
practical as they 1-Jished art and hobb:- crafts to be emphasized also. 
':2.-BU VIII 
RESPOi-S .. ,, TO FOUR JUESTIOiJS RZG.trt.DilIG SIIOP BY 
FIFTY-T';!O FOREZR STUDENTS, 1952 TIFOUGH 1962. 
Question Two years O~1__::_?~ar _Yes __ :re --------·-----
Do ~,rou think all cirls should be re-
quired to take shor'? 
Do you think the course should be 
elective? 
Should shop work be a one-year or two-
year course? 







Su.MMARY, crn CLUSIONS, TD RECOtIHEi:JD TIOHS 
St1rnmar;y. 
It was the primary purpose of the study to develop a functional 
hop and home mechanics course for ,~unior high rirls in the l'-icDonald 
Jchool, r~cDonald, Kansas. A second purpose of the study was to de-
tennine at what frade level the course should be offered to junior 
hieh school girls . 
A questionnaire was used to rather inforrration to detenni..Da 
the best course material to offer in developinc a home mechanics 
course for junior hi~h girls . This questionnaire was developed from 
a study of the literature in the industrial arts field . Eifhty-five 
activities were selected for the questionnaire from a list of 200 items 
rreviously developed by Fenn, Jones, Kroll, and Jonnson. The items 
chosen were divided into seven areas for consideration by the re-
spondents. The seven areas used were electricity, miscellaneous, 
automobiles, woodworkinc, upholstery, plumbing, and finish:L.'1[; . 
The second purpose of the stud:,- was to determine the grade level 
at which the shop com~se should be offered to ~unior high school girls . 
This question was considered fron a review of the literature on the 
sub: ect. The drop-out a..c,e of rirls was the deter.minin,--:; factor in de-
cidL"lf on the grade level at which to present the shop course. The 
ansuers and sll,';gestions received from t.he respondents also offered some 
evidence helpful in determinin.; material from which to rake assumptions 
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re~ardinr; the second part of the problem being studied . 
The questionnaire was sent to seventy three former girl students 
who had taken the rer:;ular shop course for at least one rear durinr; the 
3Chool years 1952 to 1962 . Fifty-two [irls returned the survey which 
1ra.s a response of 71 .1 per cent . 
The criteria established in the present study for the selection 
of a shop and hor:e mechanics course content was ba.sed on the frequency 
of responses by the individuals that returned the survey. A review 
of the literature was used to establish the most opportune time for 
pre~enting the course. The procedure for measuril1f frequency 1-ras the 
same as that used by Johnson. 30 The criteria used to determine course 
content were: 
1. Jobs which were checked by 60 per cent or more of the former 
rirl students should be included in the course content. 
2. Jobs which were checked by 40 to 60 per cent of the former 
pirl students should be used as suppler.-entary cr'.ll'se material. This 
material would be used as needed and as ti.'Ile would permit. 
3 . ,Jobs that were added to the questionnaire will be irN esti-
gated more thoroU[hly before being added to the present course. The 
additional .-=obs will not be considered in this study. 
On the bat.is of the data obtained, the followi11r fort~r-tvro 
activities for shop and home mechanics instruction 1-rere selected fror.-. 
the eir;hty-five activities presented on the questionnaire . Over 60 
30Johnson, 212. · cit . , p . 97. 
per cent of the respondents chose the followin[ activities as course 
content for a shop and home mechanics course . 
Upholstery 
Repair and cover padded seats . 
Clean and care for wool rugs . 
Clean and care for sJ~1thetic rugs . 
Plumbing 
Shut off gas supply. 
Shut off water supply . 
Start furnace or heater . 
Read a gas or water meter . 
Finishinz . 
Care for tile floors . 
Care for hard1:rood floors . 
tax furniture . 
Reaove old finishes . 
, pply varnish . 
Paint walls . 
Care for paint brushes . 
Zlectricity 
Shut off main power supply . 
Become familiar Hith the basic brands of appliances . 
Locate and replace burned out fuses . 
Test or replace li~1t brubs . 
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!i_i§_cel1._~ 
String ropes in pull drapes . 
Repair a stuck drawer . 
Hant pictures a..~d mirrors . 
Use a fire extinguisher . 
Start a lawn mower . 
Put a connection on a garden hose . 
Sharpen scissors . 
Sharpen kitchen 1::nives . 
Tie common knots . 
AutoI11obiles 
Change tires . 
Understand panel instruments . 
Stop a stuck horn. 
Check s:irnple causes for dead motor . 
Know about weight:s of oil u:sed in a car. 
Check oil in motor . 
vJash and polish a car. 
Woodworking 
Nake picture frrunes . 
Repair toys . 
Repair furniture drawers . 
Repair broken furniture. 
Hake and understand s:irnple buildinr: drawin s . 
Hake and be able to read simple furniture plans . 
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Identify and be able to use corrrnon hand tools . 
~im;i~ations of this Study . 
Three limiting factors were present in this study . They were 
the following : 
1. The limited number of respondents available to answer the 
questionnaire . 
2. The rather brief listin~ of available items in tho areas 
of upholstery and plumbing . 
3 . The possibility that variables of a personal nature micht 
have affected the replies submitted . 
Conclusions 
From the data t:;athered from the survey and the data obtained 
from a review of the literature, subject to the limitations r.J.entioned 
above, the f 01101,d.!1[ conclusions were drawn . 
1. The a[;e of the respondcc1ts seemed to have some bearinc on 
the way the survey Has answered . 
2. The complete shop and hol'le :mec~c1nics course should be re-
vised in the ~1cDonald Sghool. 
3. There is a definite trend to1-1ard [irls bein_ nore activ0ly 
involved in the industrial arts pro[rru~ . 
4 . From a study of the drop-out a,se, it v:ould seera that the 
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eii: hth ::;rade would be the proper , -rade level to prese:1t the other areas 
of :shop work . 
6. From the evidence obtained from the questior..J."'1a::re, it would 
seem that grades should be civen for all shop work . 
Recommendations . 
From the data presented by this survey and a review of the lit-
erature , the following recormnendations are made: 
1. Industrial arts, for sirls, should be a tvm-year offeriD_z 
in the ,junior hi.::;h school . 
2 . The courses, offered in th unior high school, should be 
requ~red for one year and be elective for one year . 
J . Grades should be biven for all shop courses in the Junior 
hi h school. 
4. Tbe course offerinss, in industrial arts :or cirls, should 
be ravh,ed at least every five years . 
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5. School admi:.-iistr2.tors should be r2ore concerned 1,rith providinf, 
some type of industrial arts experience for ~unior hir;h girls . 
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i PF:i:IDIC.ES 
Letter Sent to Forrner Girl Students 
Dear Friend, 
1-:cDonald Grade School 
1-:cDonald, Kan.sas 
As a former student of this sc.ool, you can do the school and me 
a favor by fillinf out the enclosed questionnaire and returninf 
it. 
Our t rade school shop work has not changed to any great eA-tent 
over the years . The work has been sla.rited t01·mrd the needs of 
boys. The girls have taken about the srur,e work a s tl-lc bo:Ts . It 
i..., rry plan to tr,t to develop a pro:_::ran that Hil l be of nore 
practical value to the girls that take shop . Of course, it 
would be impossible to offer all the iteus list3d but I wish to 
make a ,<lse choice of the ones listed . 
Check ,nth an X the · te:cis that :,·ou would include in a shop 
course for girls . Add iten.,_s to the list that you think should 
be r,iven . Your written comments 1,'iill be appreciated . 
This letter 1,Iill be sent to the last eleven classes that have 
GradU3.ted from the 1:cDonald Grade School. 
Please don ' t lay this questionnaire aside . I "'.)uld like to 
corr.plete this study ,..d.thin the neJ\..-t t1ro months. 
Yours truly, 
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/s/ D.\.LE B. FISHZR, Principal 
APP:sNDIX B 


















Use a paint sprayer . 
Care f or paint brushes . 
Paint ·walls . 
Pr epare and appl y i.mod filler . 
..pply enamel . 
pply varnish . 
ppl:r shellac . 
. pply an oil finish to fu,. iture . 
Prepare wood surf a ce fo r ffo.ishin- . 
~eP.1.ove old finishes . 
·: a.."C furniture . 
Care for hardwood floors . 
Care for tile floors . 
IIarduood floor naintenance . 
Var nished ,lOoduorl: naintenance . 
1Jood110rk 
1 . Identify and be able to use common hand tools . 
2 . Construct simple pieces of furnit~re . 
3 . 1:a.1~e and be able to read s:iJr:ple :'urniture plans . 
4. Hake and understand sir.>-rle buildin[" drawi.n.c;s . 
5. Repair broken furniture . 
6. Hin[e fittin: . 
7 . Door fit tin[ . 
8. Repair furniture drawers . 
9. rake common wood joints . 
10 . Repair toys • 
11 . Lake picture franes • 
.C:lectricity 
1 . 7est or replace licht bulbs . 
2 . Locate and replace burned out fuses . 
J . Reset a circuit breaker . 
J.. . I1ake an exten:5ion cord . 
5. ..epair a.'1 eled,tic pluz . 
6. Read an 8lectric meter . 
7. Oil electric motors . 
C. Become familiar with the basic brands of ap liances . 
9. Repair a floor lorip . 
lC . Shut off main power supply . 
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Page II Upholstery 
1 . Repair and cover padded seats . 
2 . Upholster spring cushions . 
3 . Clean and care for wool rurs . 
4. Clean and care for synthetic rll.[s . 
5. Cover lampshades . 
Plmnbing 
1 . Read a c..,as or water meter . 
2 . 1.epair a leaky f a.ucet . 
3 . 11al:e temporar'3r l~epairs on a lealw pipe . 
4 . ThaH out a frozen pipe . 
5. Start furnace or heaters. 
6 . Shut off 1-rater supply . 
7. Shut off [as supply • 
. ~utomobile 
1. Uash and polish a car . 
2 . Clean a radiator . 
3 . Understand panel i..ristruments . 
4. Change tires . 
5. Check oi l in motor. 
6. Test battery for water . 
7. Check simple causes for dead motor . 
8. Install wiper blades . 
9. Replace a fan belt . 
10 . Install seat covers . 
11 . Stop a stuck horn . 
12 . Kno1:-f parts of a car . 
13 . Know about wcizhts of oil used in cars. 
l4 . K..1101,r ho1,,r to rer::ove a battery cable . 
15 . Replace spark pluc wires that are disconnected. 
16 . Put air in the tires . 
17 . Clean top of battery . 
I:iscellaneous 
1. Replace ,;Ii.ndow c;lass . 
2 . Cut glass . 
3 . Repair plaster . 
4. Repair window and door screens . 
5. Sharpen kitchen knives . 
6. Repair 1·nnd01·r shades . 
7, Sharpen scissors . 
8. Tiepair garden hose . 
9 . Put a connection on a garden hose . 
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10 . Start a la,m m.01.rer . 
11 . Tie coDill.on knots . 
12 . Lay floor tile . 
13 . Use a fire e.:::tinguisher . 
14. Bore holes in glass . 
15 . Use putty . 
16 . Hang pictures and nirrors . 
17 . Renove old linoleum froIT'_ floors . 
18 . 1epa.ir a stucl: drauer . 
19 . String ropes in pull drapes . 
20 . Ad~ust i..;as burners . 
Questions 
1. Do you think all girls should be required to take shop. 
2 . Do :~ou think the course should be elective. 
3 . Should shop worl: be a or1e or a two :rear course? 
4. Should grades be ::;iven for shop uorL? 
Su:-gcstions 
